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Thesis Claim
This thesis looks to utilize food and its inherent social properties as a medium in which
architecture can have greater agency in the unification of people, more specifically,
distraught communities. Guatemala, a pillar of Central American culture, will
be the chosen zone of exploration where such a collaboration can be implemented at a
ceremonial scale, utilizing techniques and methods found in ecologically efficient
urban food production, intimate domestic food consumption, and marrying them to
methods of engaging ceremonial food preparation to create a new edible landscape of
socially sustaining architecture.
This contention was born from a desire to challenge architecture to better serve the
communities and people in which it inhabits in what today is a more diverse, although
fragmented, cultural society. In order for architecture to begin mending these
fragmentations it needs to more deeply and comprehensively engage in the unique
culture and context in which it is placed, a not so easy feat for architecture to do
alone. Therefore, it is through the integration of architecture and another facet of
societal culture that is as strong, or perhaps stronger in terms of its ties to history,
religion, and life, that of food, that can allow architecture to better function as
a social tool for communities.
The marriage of food with architecture brings with it the social properties that
food naturally instills by being a necessity for both the sustainment of life and
the sustainment of culture. Food and the act of dining inherently recreates that
primeval sense of sharing which in turn activates social, economic, and cohesive social
networks. The act of breaking bread with your neighbor can begin to suppress qualities
of isolation, closure, and marginality that plagues many communities and cultures
today. The properties derived from the trifecta of food cultivation, preparation, and
consumption can act as a catalyst for the redistribution of architecture back into the
service of the people and to itself; an architecture that is living and humanized and
not only promotes, but produces a healthy cultural and natural environment.
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Contextual research
Initial research consisted of a deep dive into literary works of various mediums
(articles, books, websites, etc.) that would provide a broad scope of food and
its role in society from a historical, religious, cultural, and economic sense.
Topics of study ranges from:
the historical act of feast as a means of peace between waring parties
the kitchen’s transition into a social space
social dining as a symbol of wealth or in other instances as a means of
educating participants on cultural differences
among many other topics that all provided a base in whcih to begin
formulating a stance on foods role in the agency of architecture.
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Food system scales

Urban

ceremonial

domestic
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Systematic
research
Looking into specific examples of food
systems at three different levels of scale domestic - ceremonial - urban - the notion
of spatiality and user experience was drawn
and examined in order to better understand
how to begin implementing food systems that
function in union with architecture.
Some elements of note include:
- programatic communal hubs that reside
within or beneath food interventions
- Aveneus of urban agriculture that
channel movement of the user/worker
- The table as one cohesive unit that
forms spatiality through its elongated
arrangement
- Informal vs. formal instances of dining
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research application
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An exploratory process
This thesis revolves around the notion of an architecture that is reactive to
its context and culture and responds accordingly through both food and
architecture (a marriage of mediums that hopefully produces an architecture
that has greater agency in the livelihoods its involved with).
Therefore it was important to situate the exploration in a specific place
that could benefit from greater mediation between opposing peoples, a
process which began through the exploration of putting a table in various
contexts throughout the world and seeing what instances and relations the
table can highlight and create through its placement.
Different context offered different obstacles and situations in which the
table could function and ultimately tackled ranging from issues of:
- Tourist vs. resident
- wealthy vs. poor
- race vs. race
- accessible vs inaccessible
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a culture and a context
The chosen area of exploration was Guatemala City
Guatemala city poses a multitude of interesting features that allowed it to
become the favored site for an initial intervention.
Historically there has always been an emphasis on the notion of sharing
food whether it be with familiy, friends, or strangers, a behavior that stemmed
from guatemala’s deep rooted mayan culture and the remnants of which
that culture remains in guatemalan daily life today.
In terms of life today, guatemala also has its fair share of problems within
the livelihoods of its people boasting one of the most unequal wealth
distribution in the world.
There is also deep rooted prejudice between non-indigenous and
indigenous people which has only strengthened the inequality in guatemalan
society today. Such disparities can be easily seen from an urban framework
level due to guatemala’s seperation into zones which each boast its own
character, some being in greater desolation than others.
The opportunity to begin exploring how architecture and food can begin
mending aspects of these disparities through communion is what drove
me to choose guatemala as my site of intervention.
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A tale of two sites
La Limonada

Puente belice
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The project has two phases which allows it to respond to the lives and needs of the users.
typically market days in guatemala are tuesday and fridays with sundays being another day of larger
gathering due to high levels of religious activity and celebration.
Therefore the project can transform according to days of the week where there are allocated work days
and then there are festival days
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Festival Days - users assemble vibrant temporary roofing that signifies when the project becomes a
larger space for communal gathering that centers around the table and the kitchen and the acts of
food preparation and consumption.
Work days - secondady programs which respond to greater community needs and areas of agriculture
that foster the act of food cultivation are of more focus
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Subtitle: Fostering Unity Through A Nourished Architecture
Statement
This thesis looks to utilize food and its inherent social properties as a medium in which architecture can
have greater agency in the unification of people, more specifically, distraught communities. Guatemala,
a pillar of Central American culture, will be the chosen zone of exploration where such a collaboration
can be implemented at a ceremonial scale, utilizing techniques and methods found in ecologically
efficient urban food production, intimate domestic food consumption, and marrying them to methods of
engaging ceremonial food preparation to create a new edible landscape of socially sustaining
architecture.
This contention was born from a desire to challenge architecture to better serve the communities and
people in which it inhabits in what today is a more diverse, although fragmented, cultural society. In
order for architecture to begin mending these fragmentations it needs to more deeply and
comprehensively engage in the unique culture and context in which it is placed, a not so easy feat for
architecture to do alone. Therefore, it is through the integration of architecture and another facet of
societal culture that is as strong, or perhaps stronger in terms of its ties to history, religion, and life, that
of food, that can allow architecture to better function as a social tool for communities.
The marriage of food with architecture brings with it the social properties that food naturally instills by
being a necessity for both the sustainment of life and the sustainment of culture. Food and the act of
dining inherently recreates that primeval sense of sharing which in turn activates social, economic, and
cohesive social networks. The act of breaking bread with your neighbor can begin to suppress qualities
of isolation, closure, and marginality that plagues many communities and cultures today. The properties
derived from the trifecta of food cultivation, preparation, and consumption can act as a catalyst for the
redistribution of architecture back into the service of the people and to itself; an architecture that is
living and humanized and not only promotes, but produces a healthy cultural and natural environment.
Image Caption: A Nurtured Respite From Deep-Rooted Disparities
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